The __ may have played "Nearer, My God, To Thee" as Titanic sank
Titanic rests almost 2.5 miles or __ kilometers below the surface
John Jacob __ died, but his wife Madeleine survived
J. __ Ismay was the Managing Director of the White Star Line
Only __ hundred and six people survived the sinking
Captain Edward J. __ was in command
Titanic sank bow first, so at the one point her __ was high in the air
Over 75% of the __ class passages died
"__ and children first"; a disproportionate number of men died
The wreckage was found by an American and __ expedition in 1985
There were a total of __ lifeboats, enough to carry 1,178 people
Thomas __ was the shipbuilder in charge of Titanic
Titanic was built in the Harland & Wolff shipyard in __, Northern Ireland
Titanic had been warned of icebergs via a __ wireless radio
The RMS Titanic was this class of passenger liner
Luxuries on the Titanic included a __ bath and a gymnasium
The __ signals "CQD" and "SOS" were used to call for help
__ Brown of Denver gained the nickname "Unsinkable Molly Brown"
Many __ laws were updated or revised after the Titanic disaster
RMS __ arrived to four hours after Titanic sank
Before crossing, it stopped at __, France and Queenstown, Ireland
There were not enough of these to save everyone on board
The iceberg hit on this side of Titanic and left 299 feet of damage
The __ __ Line owned Titanic
The Titanic was described as __ by the world press
An iceberg punctured five of Titanic's __ compartments
The major cause of death was __ because of the water temperature
Titanic departed __ England on April 10, 1912
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